Who’s eating my plants?!

All of the bugs and insects we find in the garden play a specific role in the
garden ecosystem; most of them are positive contributors! While it might be
tempting to apply ‘organic’ or ‘natural’ pesticides, most of them will also kill
the beneficial insects in your garden that you’re working hard to attract.
Diatomaceous earth and diluted soap sprays are two examples.
Preferably, pick out the pests when you see them, create a diverse garden
ecosystem, learn about the life cycles, preferences and habits of different
critters in the garden so you can act strategically to deter them, and be ok
with having a few holes in your lettuce leaves - they still taste delicious!
A bit of damage is manageable, and honestly it’s often a reality that comes
with not using chemicals (maybe you can view it as a good thing!)
However, here's a few critters you may be encountering this time of year
that you would be best to feed to the birds: cutworms(left), their pupa
(centre), wireworms (right), and slugs.

Cutworms & wireworms live below the soil, especially around grass roots.
Keeping weeds to a minimum (also where their adult forms lay eggs) is one
way to naturally manage their presence in your garden. You’ll come across

them when disturbing the soil by pulling weeds, planting and raking in
compost. Remove them!
Cutworms come out at night or on cloudy days and will chomp right through
your seedlings.
Wireworms like to chew through your carrots, potatoes, onions, and other
crops - leaving them not so appealing to consume. You can trap them by
baiting them with carrots or potatoes buried a few inches deep in the
ground. Pull them up every few days and leave in a bucket of water for a
while to flush out any wireworms. It can then be reused. They have a four
year lifecycle, and their adult form, the click beetle, will be out laying eggs
in June and July. They lay their eggs around plant roots- if you pay extra
attention to the weeds during that time it will help down the road.
Slugs thrive in moist environments. Keep mulch pulled away from your
young seedlings until they get better established. Some gardeners swear
by placing copper tape around their gardens or seedlings to keep slugs out,
others make beer traps, a container with beer in it buried so the rim is level
with the soil, for slugs to fall into. A sure and harmless option is
Slug-B-Gone, iron mixed with an attractant that the slugs eat and then die
from a few days later. It’s not toxic or attractive to any other critters,
humans, plants or pets.
Aphids are also starting to appear - some people use a diluted soap spray
to kill them, the problem is that the soap kills the beneficial bugs as well!
You can wash them off with a hose or pick them off. If they are only on one
or two plants, it’s likely a sign that those plants are under stress and have
less ability to fight off the insects. You can leave them as a dining table to
attract their natural predators, like ladybugs, to the garden to feast.

Different plants attract
different varieties of aphids.
The ones feeding on your
kale aren’t going to jump to
your beans. When we plant
‘aphid traps’ such as
nasturtiums, they are
effective because the
aphids on them attract their
natural predators to your
garden, who will then feed
on all the others that may
appear in your garden.
They don’t attract the
aphids themselves from
your vegetables.

In organic gardening, we work towards creating a balanced garden
eco-system that largely self-regulates. The more diversity you create in
your garden, the better. Healthy plants are more resilient to pests and
diseases - and it all starts in the soil (Here’s a primer on soil from the
Squamish CAN April garden talk). If all your plants are suffering, it could be
a sign of a larger environmental problem causing them stress, like not
enough light, temperature, water, or soil fertility. Keep observing your
garden, learn from your plants, and most importantly, have fun!
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